With the Support of the Jahangir and Eleanor Amuzegar Chair in Iranian Studies

Bilingual Lecture Series on Iran

present

ظرفاح، ومیترو و مورخگری ولهد: به شهیدیاریچ خیم-ارگیامی درپریموارت زاریشی

Hafez, Timur and Khosrow of Delhi: A Geo-historical Investigation about the "Shirazi Turk"

A lecture by Domenico Ingenito, UCLA Department of Near Eastern Languages and Cultures

*Lecture in Persian

Sunday, February 8, 2015
4:00 PM
121 Dodd Hall

Domenico Ingenito (born in 1982 in Vico Equense, Italy; Ph.D. Università di Napoli "L'Orientale") is Assistant Professor of Classical Persian at UCLA. He was a lecturer in Persian Literature at the University of Oxford (UK) from 2010 – 2013 and since 2009 he has taught Persian at the Harvard and Koç Universities Summer School in Ottoman Studies. His research interests center on pre-Modern Persian poetry – in particular the history of lyric genres at the intersection of eroticsms and politics – rhetoric and prosody, hermeneutics, anthropology of ritual and symbolic representations (concepts of kingship, death elegies, poetry as a ritualized cultural performance), comparative literature (including Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and Catalan), hermeneutics and translations studies.

Campus map is available HERE. | Parking map is available HERE.
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